A FEW CASE STUDIES TO SHOW WHAT WE
CAN DO…
UPDATED 01/06/17

A FRESH
APPROACH TO PR
JOSHUA WALKER PR is a young, hungry PR AGENCY headed by ex-journalist and PR Supremo – Joshua Walker
Despite being under two years old, the AGENCY has flourished from humble beginnings of a solo Joshua working from his
kitchen table to a team of five; counting household celebrity names and big brand names as clients – all by using one
principle – ‘a fresh approach to PR’.
OUR APPROACH
We work with JOURNALISTS – giving them the stories they need to keep their EDITORS happy (no matter how wacky – in fact,
the wackier the better!) – in turn securing coverage for our clients. With a little black book of top JOURNALISTS pitching a
story to a top publication is as easy as sending a WhatsApp message – so no mass press release sending and ‘hoping for the
best’. It helps that we have a few celeb pals too!

NOT YOUR TYPICAL PR AGENCY
We have ripped up the PR rule book:

▪
▪
▪
▪

We look after clients from a range of different sectors (from hospitality and technology, to beauty and celebrity).
No expensive monthly fees;
No fixed-term contracts (only rolling monthly ones)
And most importantly – clients only pay each month if they are happy (no strings).

WHY ARE WE SO CONFIDENT?
Our track record speaks for itself. Take a gander at our case studies to see what we’ve achieved for our lovely clients.
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LET US SHOW YOU WANT WE CAN DO…
We feel that PR companies like to witter on about
brand awareness and wave their arms around a
lot in ‘inspiring’ movements.

We’d rather show you what we’ve done in the
past for a variety of our clients - in different
sectors.
Here’s a little sneak peak! We are currently
writing up other case studies for other sectors –
watch this space for Celebrity (JOANNE
CLIFTON), Events (THE 90’S BRUNCH) and Culture /
Tourism (THE JACK THE RIPPER MUSEUM).
We get paid for results – not waffle.
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1. AESTHETICS – DR JONEY DE SOUZA

1. AESTHETICS - DR JONEY DE SOUZA
LENGTH OF CAMPAIGN – 4 MONTHS
BACKGROUND
In December 2015 we met DR JONEY DE SOUZA, renowned Aesthetics
Doctor, and began a four month PR campaign.
DR JONEY had just taken on a new clinic in Wigmore Street, W1 and
looked to PR to support his Marketing Plan.

PR OBJECTIVES
DR JONEY had two main objectives:

▪ GETTING THAT DIARY BOOK FILLED - to build up his current client
base.

▪ DR JONEY I PRESUME? - To reaffirm his status as an authority on
Aesthetics.
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1. AESTHETICS - DR JONEY DE SOUZA (continued)
WHAT DID WE DO?
So we set to work, securing press for DR JONEY across a host of
publications – from glossies, dailies to trade magazines.
As an extra bonus, we were able to secure DR JONEY a monthly
Contributing Editor in the coveted Aesthetics Journal.
WHAT DID WE ACHIEVE?
As a result of our PR campaign, it is rare for DR JONEY (even all these
months later) to have many free slots in his diary for the next six weeks.
He has also taken on three new staff to cope with demand for his
fabulous services.
COMMENTS FROM DR JONEY DE SOUZA (March 2016)

“

Joshua Walker PR have enabled our business to get ahead of the
competition and provided opportunities of excellent PR from Day one.
They are driven and committed and really understand how our business
works, providing constant feedback and support. We have benefitted
from articles in the Daily Mail, Grazia and the Aesthetic Journal among
others. Their professionalism and expertise is refreshing and welcome.

“
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1. AESTHETICS - DR JONEY DE SOUZA (continued)
A SELECTION OF PRESS
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1. AESTHETICS - DR JONEY DE SOUZA (continued)
A SELECTION OF SOCIAL MEDIA PLUGS
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2. LIFESTYLE – SUSAN HEPBURN

2. LIFESTYLE – SUSAN HEPBURN
LENGTH OF CAMPAIGN – 4 MONTHS
BACKGROUND
In March 2016 we met SUSAN HEPBURN, Harley Street Hypnotherapist &
Psychologist.
SUSAN’s business had been thriving since several celebrity clients had
visited her five years ago – yet the lack of PR in the recent years had
resulted in a slump. With that in mind – SUSAN approached us.

PR OBJECTIVES
SUSAN had three objectives:

▪ GETTING THAT DIARY BOOKED FILLED - to build on her current client
base.

▪ FOUNTAIN OF ALL HYPNO KNOWLEDGE - To reaffirm her status as an
authority on Hypnotherapy, weight loss and addiction.

▪ STANDING OVATION - to pave the way for a series of seminars.
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2. LIFESTYLE – SUSAN HEPBURN (continued)
WHAT DID WE DO?
After the previous success SUSAN had by treating celebrity clients – we
set to work sourcing another celebrity client who would happily
publicise their treatment. We find this in STRICTLY COME DANCING’s
JOANNE CLIFTON.

We also looked to introduce / and re-introduce the UK press to SUSAN
and her offering.
WHAT DID WE ACHIEVE?
Working with SUSAN we were able to generate a mountain of press in a
short space of time – in a variety of publications and across a variety of
media.
SUSAN was back in the public eye – and bookings flooded in.
SUSAN currently is working on a series of seminars at the Bulgari Hotel.
COMMENTS FROM SUSAN HEPBURN (October 2016)

“

I love Joshua and his team. He is very upfront and honest – and has his
finger on the pulse as to what will capture the attention of the press
and ultimately the public. I’m also continually impressed with how wellconnected he is.

“
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2. LIFESTYLE – SUSAN HEPBURN (continued)
A SELECTION OF PRESS
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2. LIFESTYLE – SUSAN HEPBURN (continued)
A SELECTION OF PRESS (continued)
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2. LIFESTYLE – SUSAN HEPBURN (continued)
A SELECTION OF SOCIAL MEDIA PLUGS
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3. VENUE / HOSPITALITY – 68 & BOSTON

3. VENUE / HOSPITALITY – 68 & BOSTON
LENGTH OF CAMPAIGN – 2 MONTHS
BACKGROUND
In December 2015 we met ERIC YU, owner of the BREAKFAST GROUP
who had just opened a new venue in Soho – 68 & BOSTON.
A previous PR agency had dealt with the venue’s launch – but ERIC
was looking for a little extra PR to boast numbers.
PR OBJECTIVES
ERIC had four objectives:

▪ TOP NOTCH REVIEWS - to continue getting top reviews by respected
publications.

▪ WE’RE YOUR NEW NEIGHBOURS! - to reach out to locals.
▪ BE OUR GUEST - To promote the venue as an event space.
▪ BUMS ON SEATS - to increase sales.
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3. VENUE / HOSPITALITY – 68 & BOSTON
WHAT DID WE DO?
Eager to impress, we set about getting in the reviewers (not a hard
task) and organised two outreach events – one for local residents and
office workers, and one for event managers and organisers.

Four events were booked immediately off of the back of those events –
and many attendees can be seen using the venue as their local!
We also hosted an event of our own – showcasing the event to 100
business people, taking £8,000 behind the bar and even raising £4,500
for charity.
We also made a bold move and decided to host a celebrity date at
the venue – contacting NANCY DELL’OLIO (a client) and JORDAN
DAVIES. We contacted the paps – sold the story in – and 43 articles
later – 68 & BOSTON was ‘the’ new celebrity haunt.
WHAT DID WE ACHIEVE?
Two months later 68 & BOSTON was taking £40,000 per week in sales –
labelled as a celebrity haunt, having made journo fans and taking
become the ‘local’ for many local workers.
We have gone on to PR many of ERIC’s other venues.
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3. VENUE / HOSPITALITY – 68 & BOSTON

COMMENTS FROM ERIC YU (April 2016)

“

Joshua Walker PR made bold claims – and as a seasoned business man
(30 years in the hospitality business), I was sceptical. Yet, the results
speak for themselves. Josh took the time to understand my business
and delivered exactly what I asked for. I wouldn’t hesitate to
recommend him – and will be using him to launch our next venue!

“
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3. VENUE / HOSPITALITY – 68 & BOSTON

A SELECTION OF PRESS
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3. VENUE / HOSPITALITY – 68 & BOSTON

A SELECTION OF PRESS (continued)
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3. VENUE / HOSPITALITY – 68 & BOSTON

A SELECTION OF PRESS (continued)
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3. VENUE / HOSPITALITY – 68 & BOSTON

A SELECTION OF SOCIAL MEDIA PLUGS
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4. BEAUTY – PRETTLY

4. BEAUTY – PRETTLY
LENGTH OF CAMPAIGN – 3 MONTHS
BACKGROUND
In February 2015 we met PRETTLY – an app offering on demand beauty
in London.
They were impressed with our work with another beauty brand and
were keen to work with us.
PR OBJECTIVES
PRETTLY had three objectives:

▪ TOP NOTCH REVIEWS - to continue getting top reviews by respected
publications.

▪ CELEBRITY ENDORSEMENT! - to reach out to celebrities to post about
the service on their social media.

▪ FEATURES, MENTIONS AND CREDITS IN TOP TIER PUBLICATIONS – with
Metro and Mail Online being ‘dream’ publications.
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4. BEAUTY – PRETTLY
WHAT DID WE DO?
We set to work introducing and reintroducing PRETTLY to the top tier
publications – getting them several Mail Online exposures – including a
feature around Lindsay Lohan, and a complimentary advert on the
Femail Carousel.
We introduced them to celebrities such as MADE N CHELSEA’S Louise
Thompson and Rosie Fortescue, STRICTLY COME DANCING’S JOANNE
CLIFTON, Kourtney Kardashian and of course, Lindsey Lohan.
WHAT DID WE ACHIEVE?
Working with us – PRETTLY saw a 25% raise in sales following social media
posts and press exposure.
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4. BEAUTY – PRETTLY

A SELECTION OF PRESS
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4. BEAUTY – PRETTLY

A SELECTION OF PRESS (continued)
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4. BEAUTY – PRETTLY

A SELECTION OF SOCIAL MEDIA PLUGS
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5. LIFESTYLE – GARY AMERS

5. LIFESTYLE – GARY AMERS
LENGTH OF CAMPAIGN – JANUARY 2017 – PRESENT
BACKGROUND
In January 2017 we met GARY AMERS – a Life and Executive Coach
based in London.
GARY’s work had been thriving with a list of celebrity clients, however
he looked to PR to raise his publicity and put him fully on the map.
PR OBJECTIVES
GARY AMERS had three objectives:

▪ FEATURES, MENTIONS AND CREDITS IN TOP TIER PUBLICATIONS – to
continue getting coverage in respected publications.

▪ GETTING THAT DIARY BOOKED FILLED - to build on his current client
base.

▪ FOUNTAIN OF ALL COACHING KNOWLEDGE - To reaffirm his status as
an authority on Life and Executive Coaching.
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5. LIFESTYLE – GARY AMERS
WHAT DID WE DO?
We set to work introducing and reintroducing GARY AMERS to top tier
publications, pitching him for comment features and pitching stories we
had created using GARY’s knowledge – e.g. ‘6 subtle personality traits
that suggest your partner is cheating’.
WHAT DID WE ACHIEVE?
We have achieved, and are continuing to achieve, extensive
coverage for GARY AMERS in the UK’s most well-read publications, and
more – featuring a mix of news stories created by JWPR and comments
contributed by GARY on a number of features.
COMMENTS FROM GARY AMERS:

“JOSHUA WALKER PR is without doubt a game changer, they are

innovative, trustworthy, professional, and have allowed my business to
multiply in ways I could not have imagined. They listened to my needs,
created a compelling vision and managed to rapidly grow sales and
customer engagement. Unfortunately, I have had PR before, and I
found previous work to be all talk, no delivery. If you want exposure,
sales, growth and expansion for yourself and your company - book
them now!”
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5. LIFESTYLE – GARY AMERS

A SELECTION OF PRESS
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5. LIFESTYLE – GARY AMERS

A SELECTION OF PRESS (CONTINUED)
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6. LIFESTYLE / BEAUTY
– URBAN MASSAGE

6. LIFESTYLE / BEAUTY – URBAN MASSAGE
LENGTH OF CAMPAIGN – 6 MONTHS
BACKGROUND
In November 2017 we met URBAN MASSAGE – the on-demand
massage delivery service.
URBAN MASSAGE were looking to PR to increase their publicity and
work alongside their marketing plans to increase downloads and users.
PR OBJECTIVES
URBAN MASSAGE had these objectives:

▪ TOP NOTCH REVIEWS - to get top reviews by respected publications.
▪ CELEBRITY ENDORSEMENT! - to reach out to celebrities to post about
the service on their social media.

▪ FEATURES, MENTIONS AND CREDITS IN TOP TIER PUBLICATIONS – to
receive coverage in respected publications.
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6. LIFESTYLE / BEAUTY – URBAN MASSAGE
WHAT DID WE DO?
We introduced and reintroduced URBAN
publications, offering review opportunities.

MASAGE

to

top-tier

We also reached out celebrities and agents, offering massages in
exchange for Social Media coverage.
WHAT DID WE ACHIEVE?
We achieved substantial coverage in top tier publications – including a
two-page feature in THE DAILY MAIL before URBAN MASSAGE had even
signed a contract with us!
We also linked URBAN MASSAGE with several popular celebrities,
resulting in a number of Social Media plugs – including from Rapper,
PROFESSOR GREEN and MADE IN CHELSEA stars, OLLIE PROUDLOCK,
LOUISE THOMPSON and RYAN LIBBEY.
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6. LIFESTYLE / BEAUTY – URBAN MASSAGE

A SELECTION OF PRESS
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6. LIFESTYLE / BEAUTY – URBAN MASSAGE

A SELECTION OF PRESS (CONTINUED)
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6. LIFESTYLE / BEAUTY – URBAN MASSAGE

A SELECTION OF PRESS (CONTINUED)
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6. LIFESTYLE / BEAUTY – URBAN MASSAGE

A SELECTION OF SOCIAL MEDIA PLUGS
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7. LIFESTYLE / HOSPITALITY – HIGHSHOT

7. LIFESTYLE / HOSPITALITY – HIGHSHOT
LENGTH OF CAMPAIGN – 1 MONTH
BACKGROUND
In March 2017 we met HIGHSHOT – London’s first 'On-Demand Cocktail
Pass’
HIGHSHOT were looking to get their concept noticed and get the
public downloading the app.
PR OBJECTIVES
HIGHSHOT had these objectives:

▪ TOP NOTCH REVIEWS - to get top reviews by a range of publications
and London-centric Bloggers.

▪ CELEBRITY ENDORSEMENT! - to reach out to celebrities to post about
the app on their social media.

▪ DOWNLOADS – to get those downloads and sign-ups rolling in.
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7. LIFESTYLE / HOSPITALITY – HIGHSHOT
WHAT DID WE DO?
We introduced HIGHSHOT to various journalists – Lifestyle, Tech and
Marketing – offering review opportunities.
We hosted a press party to launch the app - inviting top journalists and
our celebrity friends. We added our PR sparkle to get the party noticed,
including arranging for a snake charmer to perform and a ‘Snake
Venom Cocktail’ to be served.
WHAT DID WE ACHIEVE?
Working with HIGHSHOT we were able to generate a number of press in
a very short space of time – in a variety of publications and across a
variety of media. This included a MAIL ONLINE piece that went live the
same night of the party.
HIGHSHOT was catapulted into the public eye – and downloads
flooded in.
HIGHSOT is now collaborating with a number of both new and wellestablished popular bars and restaurants, who are keen to come on
board after seeing the success of the launch and the press we
generated.
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7. LIFESTYLE / HOSPITALITY – HIGHSHOT
COMMENTS FROM HIGHSHOT:

”JOSHUA

WALKER PR did a fantastic job helping create a buzz
around our launch party, inviting celebrities and members of the
press. We ended up getting featured in THE DAILY MAIL, TIME OUT
LONDON and many more. Highly professional agency with a strong
work ethic. Would recommend”
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7. LIFESTYLE / HOSPITALITY – HIGHSHOT

A SELECTION OF PRESS
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STILL NOT SURE?
We don’t blame you! PR can be a dodgy
business …
Why not give us a chance to produce a free
of charge proposal for you – to show you
what value we can add to your business?
Not there yet? Come join us for one of our
regular events and mingle with our clients
and journalist contacts – to get a feel for how
we work.
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